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What kinds of research did you have to do about the 
creatures and habitats featured in this book?

I grew up playing in the woods and taught environmental 
science for the YMCA for several years, so I had plenty of 
background information in my head well before I started 
this book. Research played an important role when I 
was choosing the specific animals I wanted to include. 
I wanted to have examples of as many different kinds 
of animals as possible — insect, mammal, bird, and so 
on. I didn’t know about any fish that built structures, so 
that required research. Some animals needed to be more 
specific than others. For example, there are only two 
kinds of beavers, but more than 40,000 different kinds 
of spiders. Since some spiders don’t spin webs, I needed 
to make sure I was choosing the right kind. Finally, I 
needed to research the ways that specific animals interact 
and share resources. Lots of birds build nests, but only a 
few — like the hummingbird — use spider silk as a building 
material. 

My favorite resource books were Animal Architecture by 
Karl von Frisch and The Architecture of Animals by Adrian 
Forsyth. My favorite resource websites were Wildscreen 
Arkive, National Geographic, and Wikipedia.

Can you briefly describe your creative process? 
How long does it take you to create the prototypes 
for each pop? How do you go about colorizing the 
illustrations? 

It all begins with research and an outline. 
Writing comes next, as I need the text to 
guide later choices. Then, with a folder full of 
resource photos, a pile of white cardstock, and 
an X-ACTO knife, I begin building the pop-
ups. I cut shapes from cardstock and stick 
them together, literally “sketching” in 
3-D. (Sometimes I sketch a bit 
in 2-D — especially when I 
need to think a little 
harder about how the 
engineering will work.) 
In my early drafts I 
think like a sculptor, 
so I can focus on getting a 
pop-up to look as it should. In later 
drafts I think like an engineer, focusing 
on getting that pop-up to open and close 

correctly when the pages are turned. When I have a model 
looking good and working well, I create digital patterns by 
scanning all the individual pieces and tracing them on my 
computer. It takes me as long as two weeks to get to this 
point with any single pop-up. When the time comes to 
create the artwork for the pop-up, I turn to colored paper. 
For Welcome to the Neighborwood, I used paper that I made 
myself. When I make my own paper, I can get the lush 
color and rich, felt-like surface that I love.

You are clearly very passionate about conservation 
and the environment. What is it like to be able to 
use your considerable artistic talent to spread that 
message?

It’s very satisfying! I am a devoted educator, entertainer, 
environmentalist, and maker; creating pop-up books gives 
me the opportunity to do all that at once, and in a way 
that brings me great pleasure. 

What do you hope young readers take away from 
Welcome to the Neighborwood?

To borrow some words from the book’s dedication, I would 
like to help cultivate in young readers a love and sense of 
stewardship for the wild places.

A Q&A with creator Shawn Sheehy
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